
User drying perception: amazes and astounds 

Produces one of the fastest dry times in the world

Very energy efficient with adjustable settings

Listed on the Energy Technology List (ETL)

Elegant yet robust design and construction

A popular hand dryer with distinctive features

High speed, 
energy efficient 
and robust 

Dry Time Range 10 – 15 Seconds

Rated Power 0.35 – 1.6 kW

Cost per 1000 dries 28p – 64p

Finishes and Codes White 
(TF01)  
Polished Chrome 
(TF02) 
Brushed Satin 
(TF03)

IP rating IP23

Dimensions Height 287mm
Width 205mm
Depth 180mm

Specification

RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC: 
>500 uses a day
GUARANTEE PERIOD: 

5 yearsDryflow
Turboforce

Low energy

Fast drying



Annual cost and carbon production  
(Kg/CO2) for an office of 20 people*

Paper  
towels

Conventional 
hand dryer

Dryflow  
Turboforce

527

351

29£6.55
£78

£351

To learn more, call us on  
0114 354 0047, email sales@ihdryers.co.uk  
or visit intelligenthanddryers.com 

*FIGURES BASED ON: 
20 people in an office location visiting the bathroom 4.5 times a day, 260 times a year / Conventional hand dryer rated at 2.5kW with 40 second dry time / 
Hand dryer at most energy efficient setting if applicable / Hand dryer cost at 12p per kW/h / 3 paper towels taken per bathroom visit at 0.5p a paper towel / 
Hand dryer carbon production using Carbon Trust standard of 1kW/h = 0.54 Kg/CO2 / Paper towel carbon production using 22.5gms/CO2 per dry (3 paper 
towels) / The above is an example for illustrative purposes only, actual figures of your location may vary

One of the fastest dry 
times in the world

When choosing a hand dryer, a lot of 
people look for the fastest dry time 
possible.  If this is you, then look no 
further. In just 12 seconds the hands are 
completely dry.  Water is blasted from 
palms, between fingers and off the 
ends of the extremities, leaving no user 
disappointed.  A soft ripple effect on the 
skin brings complete satisfaction.

Low running cost  
and minimal carbon 
production

Overheads such as energy bills can be 
challenging for any business or public 
building. Not only is the cost to run this 
unit negligible, it will save you substantial 
amounts of money compared to 
paper towel replenishment.  It will also 
significantly reduce your carbon footprint. 
Personalise the unit to match any location 
and ongoing budget constraints. The 
speed of motor can be reduced and the 
heater element can be switched off via 
an internal switch. 

Claim accelerated  
tax relief

Businesses that purchase products listed 
on the Energy Technology List (ETL) can 
claim an Enhanced Capital Allowance 
(ECA) – a first year 100% accelerated 
capital allowance that delivers all 
available tax relief in 1 year. This is 
equivalent to 5.5 times the benefit of 
standard tax relief in the year of purchase.

Robust, vandal resistant 
yet easy on the eye

This beautifully crafted product 
complements any luxurious washroom 
decoration.  However, this unit is also 
suitable for places where misuse could 
occur, keeping your hand dryers in 
service. The long-life motor is protected 
by a cover made from thick stainless 
steel, which is connected by specialised 
anti-vandal screws.  A solid steel back 
plate provides all round durability.

Known for its LED  
triangle and blue  
ray of light

These popular hand dryers are frequently 
specified in high footfall locations such 
as shopping centres, airports and fast 
food chains, not only being remembered 
for their high performance, but 2 other 
distinctive features.  A LED triangle on 
the front of the unit changes colour when 
in use.  Also, a blue ray of light shines on 
the hands whilst drying.  Both futuristic, 
modern characteristics users are fond of.

Benefits

RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC: 
>500 uses a day
GUARANTEE PERIOD: 

5 yearsDryflow
Turboforce


